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Murdered? Professor Jacobson? You can hardly believe what has happened. Right on the verge of their big announcement as
well. It’s clear to you this innovative breakthrough you helped them finish has a dark side, and now you are worried about the
real motives of those who are here tonight. 

The memory the Professor is referencing seems odd. You do remember it, although it’s a bit hazy. You were in the Professor’s
office, watching them review your paper, “Origins of Mechanical Operations,” and waiting eagerly for their grade. After they
were finished, they handed it to you with a giant letter “O” on the top for “outstanding.” But why would the Professor bring this
up in their will?

You are determined to find who murdered the Professor--not just because you cared about them but also, you worry you could
be next! You have knowledge about Sydney you are sure many in this room would kill for. If you can confirm what is in that safe,
it may help the investigation and ensure you can keep the Professor’s legacy secure. Misplacing your trust here tonight could
have dire consequences.

Professor Jacobson was strongly against using their technology for war. This is what led to their split from Dr. Shaw. 
Sheriff Myer Williams is unaware they are an android. Decide whether or not to tell them the truth. 
Leslie Coleman has been secretly funding Professor Jacobson’s work for years, but the Professor decided to go
against Leslie’s prototype request and build Sydney instead.
You saw Dr. Shaw slipping Elliot Glove some money earlier this evening. What is that about?
You saw some of Rene Andrews’ notes and they were in German!
The Professor was always angry at Elliot Glove for ruining their reputation. You saw them in a confrontation earlier
this evening. 
The Mayor told you that "big things were coming Menlo Park's way!" What could that have meant?
Morgan Hopkins seemed confused when you asked them a pretty basic question about your studies, something you
thought the President of the University would certainly know!

What you do with this is up to you.

Jordan Baker

Protect Professor Jacobson’s work. There are many here with plans to misuse it for money or war. 
Guide Sydney. Without their creator, they are surely wondering what’s next for them and could easily be swayed to the
wrong path. 
Find out why the Professor brought that memory up.

Work to accomplish these goals throughout the night:

Keep This Secret

Your Objectives Tonight

Information You Know
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You helped Professor Jacobson build Sydney.
You also helped Professor Jacobson build Sheriff Myer Williams. 
You have secretly been seeing Rory Jacobson.

After the murder, characters receive their
goals and objectives for the rest of the

party

Every character is keeping a secret of their own

Objectives help guide each player during the party

Information and clues can be used by the player to solve
the murder and work with other players


